An Article by Larry Crabb
On the Occasion of a Friend’s Retreat into Sin
The Real Battle
A friend of mine is right now fighting the battle of his life – and at this moment
he is losing. The dark side seems to be winning. He has turned his back on his wife and
children and ministry in order to keep experiencing the satisfaction he is finding in
relationship with another woman. The satisfaction is not sexual. That would be easier to
explain and argue against.
He describes his experience as soul joy, the profound sensation of feeling alive,
free, connected, and wanted. It is an intensity of fulfillment that he does feel, that
decades of (as best he knew) seriously and fervently following Christ has never provided.
He sees himself as built for this joy, and can recognize only two options: pursue the
experience and walk away from what he has always understood the Bible commands or
come back to the Christian fold and give up all hope of deep joy in this life. That’s how
he sees things. How should I respond? How should I pray? How should the community
of family and friends that love him and cannot and should not give up on him – respond?
How should we pray?
As a younger man, I can recall persuading myself that the clean pleasure of
coming home to my wife having not looked at pornography on the hotel television was
enough to keep me on the straight and narrow path. The argument is typically
“Christian”: the felt joys of obedience exceed the felt pleasures of sin. We hear it all the
time.
But that’s true only when, as in my case, I really like my wife. As long as I have
blessings that I sincerely enjoy, then the moral path allows me to keep on enjoying those
blessings. But notice, the joy is not the enjoyment of God. It is the enjoyment of
blessings. Remove the blessings, give the man a wife that for whatever complex of
reasons he does not enjoy, and the pleasures of sin may exceed the pleasures of holiness.
The old hymn says “There is joy in serving Jesus”. And there is. But if we are
counting on an experience of soul satisfaction to reliably accompany obedience and if we
expect that our felt pleasure in doing good will exceed the pleasure we could enjoy by
indulging our favorite sin, then it won’t take long till sin will seem irresistible.
Here’s the point: if we live for an experience of joy, if we elevate desire to central
status and live for nothing higher than its felt satisfaction, then we no longer are living by
faith. We are idolaters worshipping desire. We are no longer living for God.
I agree with Jonathan Edwards that there is no incompatibility between our
unquenchable longing for happiness and the command to worship God. But if God
becomes the means and our happiness becomes the point, then we are self-obsessed
pragmatists, not worshippers. When God is the point and obedience designed to bring
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him pleasure becomes the focus, then there will eventually be a fullness of joy that makes
sin unthinkable and unappealing, thoroughly repulsive.
But that fullness of joy comes later, in heaven. In this life, it's more about hope
than about joy. Joy now is wrapped up in communing with the Son in His delight in the
Father, communing with the Father in his exaltation of the Son, and communing with the
Spirit in His obsession with seeing the Father and the Son glorified. But that joy, though
real and growing, will not be complete until we are literally in the presence of the Trinity,
dancing forever in perfect rhythm and unspeakable ecstasy (See Eph. 3:19). In this life,
now, it's by faith that we live, by faith that joy is in Jesus, even when following him
yields suffering. Of course there are seasons of great joy, and there is an abiding sense
that we belong to the most wonderful Person in the universe, that the privilege of
knowing him really does exceed all other blessings whether we feel it or not, and that
living for him is what we most want to do. But if we’re living for the maximum sense of
pleasurable satisfaction now, we will obey God only if he provides blessings that
obedience allows us to continue enjoying. Take away the blessings and live life to gain
satisfaction of even the noblest human desires and eventually you’ll find yourself moving
away from God.
One prevailing heresy in evangelical culture is that living for Jesus reliably
provides the soul with a depth of satisfaction that exceeds the satisfaction found in sin. It
is that heresy that keeps a pastor I know driven in his ministry. He works long hours, he
studies hard, he is well disciplined in his habits, his church is growing, he is highly
respected – and he keeps living the “Christian” life because it keeps him feeling
important and alive. He is living for satisfied desire, not for God. It just so happens that
what we would call a Christian lifestyle provides him with enough pleasure to keep him
going. So he does, like a rat on a treadmill, feeling a weariness that he mistakes for the
cost of discipleship.
Let him become honest enough to face the emptiness in his soul that every selfaware pilgrim feels (the Bible calls it groaning) and, at the same time, keep him believing
the lie that serving Jesus is supposed to relieve emptiness, and you have a pastor ripe for
an affair, or further burnout or an extra dose of legalism. Satan has a golden opportunity
to bring along just the right woman that can become his soulmate, (really his fleshmate),
and the appeal will be experienced as irresistible. Or the pastor will become disillusioned
and drop out, or he might become more rigid and relationally aloof, and more driven and
demanding in his role as spiritual leader.
We’re trying very hard in Christian circles to convince ourselves that even
without the prospect of heaven, the Christian life is worth living. It’s not. Unless, like
me, you’ve been blessed with a spouse you genuinely like, kids who delight your heart, a
job or ministry that provides both meaning and income, and decent health. Then keeping
your nose clean makes sense as long as the blessings keep coming. Why give up the
enjoyment of what you have? Christian living then is pragmatically smart.
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But mess with the blessings, let just enough go wrong to reduce the pleasure you
feel in them to a lesser intensity than the pleasure that comes from bagging Christian
standards and doing whatever makes you feel alive, and doing wrong will seem justified,
necessary, legitimate, reasonable. The wrong way will seem right. That scenario has led
to countless divorces.
The real battle in the human soul that knows Jesus is not to find a way to feel now
what we long to feel in our inmost being, whether it’s love, meaning, or the satisfaction
of living an other-centered life in the service of a cause greater than oneself. The real
battle is to continue on in faithfulness even when faithfulness brings no immediate
experience of joy, even when it brings no prospect of felt joy until heaven. That’s what it
means to live by faith. That’s the message of Hebrews 11. That’s the cornerstone of the
gospel, first declared by Habakkuk when he quoted God saying, "The just shall live by
faith" (Hab. 2:4), then established by Paul as the core of the spiritual journey.
My friend followed Jesus for several decades. It didn’t “work”. He hoped that he
would feel an overwhelming satisfaction that would make resisting sin as easy as passing
by dog food for prime rib. He believed the prevailing heresy of the evangelical church
that the experience of satisfaction is for now, that living by faith does not delay
satisfaction in hope, but provides satisfaction in experience. He discovered that a woman
who it was not God’s will for him to fully enjoy provided more soul joy than anything he
had known in years of faithfulness to the will of God. For him, the call to obedience
meant giving up joy and returning to lifeless Christianity.
He was not helped by the erroneous but popular teaching that there is a way to
feel so alive in God that sin loses its appeal, and that pursuing the experience of aliveness
is the legitimate center of the spiritual adventure. That teaching is deadly, all the more so
because it’s so near the truth. Knowing God is life. But living to feel alive is not the
same as living to know and glorify God. When the bottom line is reached, the issue is
not finding an experience of overwhelming joy in knowing Jesus. That will happen later.
It may happen now. If it does, praise God. When the bottom line is reached, the issue is
faith: what do you most deeply believe? How then shall you live? Heaven is coming up.
Only that fact makes sense of the choice to persevere when blessings are withheld, when
emptiness is seemingly unending, when anguish of soul eclipses even the prospect of joy.

Fighting the Battle through Prayer
If the real battle is to keep from making an idol of desire, if the real battle is to let
our choices be ruled by a desire for God that sometimes leaves us empty and lonely, then,
though we can rightly celebrate whatever blessings come our way and enjoy the pleasure
they bring, we must never deposit that pleasure in the bank and write checks on that
account. We must rather hope in Christ when life makes no sense, when sin does a better
job of relieving emptiness than righteous living. We must write checks on the account of
faith. Our hope must be fixed on Jesus, and the hope his presence brings, not on satisfied
desire in this life.
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With that slowly growing understanding of the battle going on in me and in my brother, I
must pray. I must engage in battle prayer, the kind that is carried along by the
recognition that the spiritual battle is between the demand for felt satisfaction and the life
of faith.
My version of prayer as battle is to imagine my friend in the presence of the
Trinity and to eavesdrop on their conversation. I claim to hear neither audible voices nor
inerrant messages. I simply reflect on what I know of God as revealed in Scripture – the
Father’s unconditional love, the Son’s atoning grace, the Spirit’s gentle rhythm – and I
imagine what they are right now saying to my friend and how they are feeling and
thinking about him. Whatever impressions come to mind, I register, ponder, and try to
put into words.
I pray for my friend who is about to throw away a life of faith for the experience
of satisfied desire. I do not pray that he feel more joy in following Christ than in sin. I
pray that he would get in touch with a longing to know God that is stronger than his
desire for a present experience of joy and life. I imagine him in the presence of the
Trinity. I sense their pain as their child values the experience coming from a woman who
is not his wife over the hope they have promised, the hope that it cost the death of Jesus
to provide.
I spent an evening telling him what I heard. He called me a day later. He told me
he was ending his relationship with this woman. His words were, “I can explain my
decision only as the work of God in answer to prayer. It feels awful but in some strange
way, it’s what I want to do.” I since have been told he has re-entered his fleshmate
relationship.
I’m afraid the heresy is still alive in his mind, that he may still believe that the
choices we make should be determined by the joy they will bring in this life. Does he
think he’ll feel better after giving up the other woman? That he'll experience a fullness
of joy that will make the pleasure he enjoys with the other woman pale in comparison?
And does the other woman sincerely believe she is entering a relationship with a strong
man who will pour strength and life into her soul? I don’t know. Will he in fact give her
up? Or will he go back to her when he discovers that his soul experienced more
aliveness with her than in following God? Again, I don’t know.
So I keep praying. Prayer is battle.
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